
New XPS Laptop 13 2-in-1
Beauty without borders.
The world’s smallest* 13-inch 2-in-1 InfinityEdge display for virtually borderless viewing and gorgeous 
detail with the latest Intel® processors and optional UltraSharp QHD+.

XPS 13 2-in-1 Laptop

A cut above cutting edge.
Immaculate display. Razor-thin bezel. Rule-bending ingenuity. It’s no surprise that the XPS 13 
2-in-1 was honored once again at the CES 2017 Innovation Awards.

Style in a class of its own.
Thin. Light. Incredibly mobile: The XPS 13 2-in-1* is the smallest 13-inch with an expansive edge-to-edge display, making it a beautifully mobile, easy-to-pack powerhouse 
that lets you work and play anywhere.
Built to be seen, not heard: The sleek, silent design enables a thinner form factor (8-13.7mm) and limits excess sound and heat from your machine, so you can enjoy quiet use 
in meetings or coffeehouses. They’ll notice your sharp style – not your noise.
Elegant at every angle: The XPS 13 2-in-1 is built with a premium 360-degree hinge for four, flexible positions – tablet, tent, laptop and stand mode – so you can watch, work 
or surf the way you want.

Real wonder.
The revolutionary InfinityEdge display is now available for the first time on a 2-in-1, providing a 
virtually borderless edge-to-edge view, all in the smallest 13-inch 2-in-1 on the planet*.

Long-lasting performance
Stay powered longer: Depending on how you use your 2-in-1, your battery life will vary. We benchmark our battery life 2 different ways – with industry standard MobileMark 
2014, as well as some of the most common laptop usages, like streaming video. When you are using productivity applications, like Word or Excel, experience up to 8 hours and 
35 minutes of runtime or enjoy up to 7 hours and 12 minutes of battery life when streaming Netflix content.
Back-up power: The optional Dell Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank will give you extra runtime with (11) additional hours of productivity* for your XPS 13 2-in-1.
Enjoy a better view.
Stunning view and clarity: Fall in love with the stunning UltraSharp QHD+ resolution (3200x1800) for truly astonishing detail with 5.7 million pixels (276 ppi). Enjoy 2.5 million 
more pixels than FHD, so images and text are incredibly crisp. Say goodbye to blurry lines, and get pinpoint accuracy when editing images. Zoom in for advanced detail or see 
more content on your screen.
Easy to share: See content clearly from nearly every angle with the IGZO IPS panel, providing a wide viewing angle of up to 170°. While the touch display makes it simple to 
tap, swipe and pinch your way around the screen.
Brighten your day: 400-nit brightness is brighter than a typical laptop display coating, so you get a great view, even outside. An anti-reflective coating panel improves outdoor 
usage.
Gorgeous colors: See the brightest brights and the darkest darks with a color gamut of 72% and a contrast ratio of 1000:1.
Stunning speed.
Amazing performance and responsiveness: 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processors provide improved performance at lower power for amazing system responsiveness.
Dynamic power mode: Dynamic Power Mode delivers extra processing power in short bursts when you need it, delivering up 10% more performance than previous generation 
XPS 13*.
Ready to go in a flash: The XPS 13 2-in-1 boots and resumes in seconds, thanks to solid-state drives and Intel® Rapid Start Technology. Plus, new PCIe options up to 1TB 
provide 1.3x faster performance.
Interact intuitively.
Quickest ways to set ideas in motion: Turn thoughts into action with the magic of Windows Ink. 
Naturally capture notes at the speed of thought – with no need to be logged in. And powerfully pair 
inking with Office to effortlessly make edits, create content and drive ideas forward. The optional 
Dell Active Pen*, with thousands of levels of pressure sensitivity at pro-level precision (2048), allows 
for a more natural handwriting experience, mimicking the standard pen experience up to the high-
est possible level. Quick response, optimized pen tip materials and palm rejection also contribute to 
making the pen feel that comes as close to writing on standard paper when you are taking notes or 
drawing.
*Pen sold separately
Microsoft Hello: Enjoy a password-free sign-in with an optional fingerprint reader that gives you 
the fastest way to unlock your Windows devices. Using your touch, it recognizes you apart from all 
others. It waves you in with a friendly hello and even works on apps and Microsoft Edge websites.



Processor
7th Generation Intel Core i7-7Y75 Processor (4M cache, up to 3.6 GHz)

Display
13.3’’ QHD+ (3200 x 1800) InfinityEdge touch display

Memory
16GB LPDDR3 1866MHz / 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD

Power Supply
30W Power Adapter
Primary 4-Cell (46Whr) battery

Graphics
Intel(R) HD Graphics 615

Connectivity
Intel 8265 802.11ac 2x2 WiFi and Bluetooth

Operating System
Windows 10 Pro (64bit) English
-with McAfee Live Safe 12 month Subscription

Ports
Side
1 Thunderbolt™ 3 (4 lanes of PCI Express Gen 3) with PowerShare & DC-In
1 DisplayPort over USB-C with PowerShare, DC-In & DisplayPort
1 MicroSD Card Reader
1 Headset jack
1 Noble Lock Slot

Tech Specs
XPS 13 2-in-1 Laptop

Chassis
Bluetooth
Bluetooth 4.2

Camera
Widescreen HD (720p) webcam with dual array digital microphones

Exterior Chassis Materials
CNC machined aluminum, carbon fiber composite palm rest with soft touch paint, 
Edge-to-edge Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™, Steel hinges wrapped in aluminum

Keyboard
Full size, backlit chiclet keyboard; 1.3mm travel

Security
Microsoft Hello compliant fingerprint reader

Screen
Edge-to-edge Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™

Touchpad
Precision touchpad, seamless glass integrated button 

Warranty
1 Year Premium Support:Onsite Service W/Accidental Damage    

Audio and Speakers
Stereo speakers professionally tuned with Waves MaxxAudio® Pro
1W x 2 = 2W total

Slots
Noble Security Lock Slot

 Premium materials. Maximum durability.


